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[ R ] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
LIST OF OVERT DOCUMENTS


2. The Negro Revolt, by Louis E. Lomax, a Signet Book.


4. Is Anybody Listening to Black America, a Seabury Paperback.

5. Martin Luther King, Jr., by William Robert Miller, a Discus Book.

6. SNCC - The New Abolitionists, by Howard Zinn, a Beacon Book.


10. The Black Messiah, by Albert B. Cleage, Jr., a Search Book.


12. The Negro Mood, by Lerone Bennett, Jr.


25. Mark Lane Asks: "Is Bobby Silent Because CIA Killed his Brother?" by Mark Lane, Los Angeles Free Press, 9 April 1968.


30. UPI Wire Service Article datelined Washington, 3 January 1969.